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INTRODUCTION

Spain and Portugal share a common geographic position on the Iberian Peninsula yet have rarely articulated similar defense and security policies. The purpose of this paper is to examine Spanish and Portuguese defense/security policies within the context of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and the West European Union (WEU). As NATO and the WEU adapt to the exigencies of the post-Cold War era, so too must Spain and Portugal in Europe’s southern flank. This is especially important given the Iberian Peninsula’s geostrategic position and its proximity to Northern Africa. In a more unified Europe seeking consensus on building a Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP), Spain and Portugal can no longer have their backs to each other on issues of defense and security.  

The historical record shows that Spain and Portugal have often had conflicting defense and security objectives. Yet, with the end of the Cold War, what possibilities exist today and in the near future for Spain and Portugal to articulate common defense/security postures in Europe? While different historical paths have informed how Spain and Portugal sought to protect their territorial integrity, their joint admission into the European Community in 1986 means that today both participate in the same extra-Iberian relations. Concomitantly, both countries have more coordinated intra-Iberian relations due to the dynamic of a more integrated European Union. Spain and Portugal will have to adopt a new style of bilateral relations in the area of defense as well. Both are members of NATO and the WEU. This means that for the first time in history, Spain and Portugal are members of the same alliances. The end of the Cold War in Europe and the European’s desire to create a coherent security and defense identity could possibly mark a new beginning in Iberian defense relations.

For the first time, Spain and Portugal—often no longer with their backs to one another—may have a unique opportunity to begin to cooperate on coordinating common foreign and security policies within the European Union framework and NATO. In fact, I shall argue that it will be in both countries’ interests (not to mention the EU’s as well) to do so—however difficult and costly reaching agreements may be—and
that serious attempts to build consensus will be vitally necessary to secure Europe's southern flank. This paper will be organized into the following sections: (1) Historical background outlining how divergent Spain and Portugal's defense policies have been and why; (2) Spain and Portugal's relations with NATO during the Cold War; (3) Spain and Portugal's relations in WEU and CFSP; and (4) Spain and Portugal's relations with NATO after the end of the Cold War. The conclusion will summarize what the future will hold for greater cooperation between Spain and Portugal within NATO and the WEU.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Both Portugal and Spain were once powerful colonial powers with empires spreading the breadth of the globe. However, these Iberian countries have over centuries had to deal with the demise of their power and to find their places in emerging new world orders. Even though Spain and Portugal share a common historical path during the last hundred years—decolonization, economic underdevelopment, political instability—leading to a bloody civil war in the case of Spain—and long experience with authoritarian rule, both countries took different policies concerning how best to protect their national security interests. Portugal, cognizant of the clearly stronger power of her neighbor, has historically formulated a foreign security policy designed to differentiate its actions from what Spain was doing strategically. Such a policy was easy for the Portuguese to pursue independently as Spain over the course of this century has often been isolated from events happening around her—whether voluntarily pursued for domestic reasons or intentionally imposed from the outside international community. Spain's legacy of latent anti-Americanism has also helped to differentiate itself from Portugal who has traditionally preferred good relations with the dominant naval power, be that the British or the Americans.

Portugal entered World War I on the side of the Allied Powers in 1916 while Spain remained neutral. Both countries were theoretically "neutral" during World War II even though these positions were modified as the war progressed. For example, Portugal allowed Great Britain, and later on the United States, to use the Azores beginning in October 1943 while still professing to be "continentally neutral" and
then established positive relations with the United States as the rising hegemon after WWII. Spain under Franco, on the other hand, “modified” its preferences for the Axis powers after 1941 when it became clear that Nazi Germany would not win the war. At that point, Franco began to emphasize his country’s “anti-communism” position to win favor with the Allied powers. Such differences were confirmed when the Cold War began as Portugal became a founding member of NATO in 1949 and Spain was forced to continue a policy of isolationism as it remained internationally ostracized from 1945-1953. Portugal’s foreign policy has traditionally been characterized as “Atlanticist”. For some geostrategic thinkers, this Atlantic identity included an important “African dimension”. It also identified Spain as the major threat to Portugal’s survival and included a defense alliance with the predominant maritime power as vital to the country’s security. Portugal’s entrance into NATO, therefore, confirms the country’s historic tendency to enter into alliances with external forces to counterbalance Spain’s power on the peninsula. For most of the Cold War, Portugal’s foreign policy has been described as unilateral and, in general, isolationist towards European politics.

Curiously enough, both countries sought special bilateral defense agreements with the United States as well—even if for different reasons. Portugal began its bilateral defense relationship with the US as early as November 1944 over the use of the geostrategic Azores islands during WWII. The agreement was extended several times until a new American-Portuguese agreement was signed on 5 January 1951. This represented a mutual aid and defense agreement and allowed the Americans use of the Lajes airport in the Azores (Terceira). The emergence of the Soviet threat forced Salazar into recognizing the hegemonic position of the US after WWII. Membership in NATO and the special bilateral agreement with the US helped the Salazar regime adapt to the post-1945 world order. This “special” bilateral relationship with the US within NATO granted the non-democratic regime international legitimacy, while at the same time allowing it to be at least tolerated by the NATO allies. In Spain, Franco sought a bilateral defense arrangement with US and the “Pacto de Madrid” was signed in 1953 granting the US use of four military
bases on Spanish territory. By establishing relations with the United States, Franco secured two important objectives. First of all, the agreement granted Franco the international legitimacy he needed in order to be re-admitted into the family of nations from which he had been ostracized since the end of WWII. Secondly, the agreement gave Spain badly needed financial support and led the way to Spain's economic opening up—thereby securing Franco's domestic base of support.

Prior to the Portuguese revolution of 1974, this small Iberian country's primary security objective was to fight to keep control over its colonial empire. Beginning in the early 1960s, Portuguese military forces were fighting wars in Guinea, Angola and Mozambique. Portugal's clear intent to maintain its overseas empire by force—after many European powers had already divested themselves of their colonies—was often severely criticized by the United Nations, her NATO allies and even the United States. While Portugal was fighting a three-front colonial war, Spain began to open up economically and enjoyed significant growth rates in the 1960s—second only to that of Japan. The events of 25 April 1974 led to the end of the Salazar-Caetano authoritarian regime and the beginning of the process of decolonization. Once Portugal and Spain began their transitions to democracy in the mid-1970s, both sought membership into the elite clubs of Western Europe, including their economic, political and defense organizations. Accession into such prestigious groups would help solidify these nascent democratic systems emerging on the Iberian peninsula and at the same time confirm these countries' commitment to fulfilling their European vocation. No longer would Europe stop at the Pyrenees.

Over the course of most of this century, Portugal has historically always had her back to Europe as her neighboring countries—except for Spain—represented development, democracy and decolonization. After the demise of the old authoritarian order in 1974, Portugal sought to establish closer ties with her European neighbors. Membership in the European Community was seen as an invaluable way to help strengthen this small country's position in the international arena. For the Portuguese, establishing solid relations with both the United States and the European Union were and remain complementary—not
mutually exclusive—to help Portugal to realize its interests in world politics. Some did fear that membership in Europe’s elite clubs would limit Portugal’s freedom of action and result in a gradual drifting away from the Luso-phone world—some even going so far as to fear the country’s very survival as an independent entity on the Iberian Peninsula. On the other hand, there were those who strongly believed that membership in the EU did not question the country’s Atlantic vocation. In fact, participation in the EU broadened Portugal’s foreign policy horizons to include a “Euro-Atlantic” emphasis—a policy based on Portugal’s European roots and Atlantic posture, though not exclusively North Atlantic. This is how the Portuguese synthesize their country’s role in the dynamic international structure of state power relations today.\(^7\)

Spain began it smooth and peaceful transition to democracy after the death of Franco in November 1975. Led by the cautious hand of King Juan Carlos and Prime Minister Adolfo Suarez, Spain’s transition was built on consensus, compromise and stability. The Spanish did not want to replicate the complicated and uncertain course of Portugal’s leftist dominated change in regime. Throughout both these transition processes—specifically between March and November 1975—Spain became more important for the US in terms of helping to fulfill important strategic functions on the peninsula. In May 1975, the United States even went so far as to proposed that Spain replace Portugal in NATO.\(^8\) This was due to the internal problems plaguing Portugal at the time, namely the radicalization of the transition and the domination of communist forces. Portuguese relations with the US were put “on hold” (i.e. renegotiation of the Azores agreement) as successive governments were not able to articulate a coherent foreign policy agenda.

Meanwhile, the US and Spain renewed their bilateral relationship with a treaty signed in 1976. The United States consolidated what it referred to as a “Zone of Common Interests” with Spain—a maritime area including Portugal, the area of the Atlantic to the Mediterranean, as well as the Balearic, Madeira and Canary Islands. This process of normalizing Spain’s relations with US and eventual incorporation into NATO in 1982 came to produce new preoccupations for Portugal’s external security. Questions
immediately arose as to what would be the two country’s strategic functions on the peninsula. Debate in Portugal began to highlight what was perceived to be its future “inferiority” vis a vis Spain within NATO and its bilateral agreements with the US. It is within this context that Portugal reasserted an “Atlanticist” foreign policy. Such a position would help Portugal reaffirm its “special” relation with the United States and, most importantly, serve to differentiate it from Spain. Legacies of anti-Americanism in Spain prevented her from using the US as a counterbalance to Portugal on the peninsula. Instead, Spain has, and will continue to use, the European option as a way to assert Spain’s power and influence not only on the peninsula, but on the continent as well.9

Over the past twenty years, Portuguese and Spanish positions in these organizations have not always been the same, even if they have become increasingly convergent. Membership in the EU has brought these two neighbors closer together than they had ever been for centuries. For the first time since the end of WWII, these Iberian countries now share the same fundamental options in foreign defense and security policies—especially after Spain joined NATO. Specific bilateral concerns between the two countries are now to be worked out within a multilateral framework. Even though Portugal still feels the need to differentiate itself from its powerful neighbor, both countries recognize that it will be in European fora that their individual national interests can best be fulfilled. That means Spain and Portugal will be willing to compromise and build consensus on issues deemed important to both.

Each has deep ties with Europe but also close cultural and historical links to other parts of the world—Latin America, Africa, the Middle East, and Asia. However, as Europe becomes more international in its discourse (not merely in economic terms), the more Spain and Portugal’s own foreign policy objectives could be met by the European Union. Most importantly, these two Iberian countries will find more reasons to cooperate as they are concerned about striking a balance between the Union’s eastward and southward priorities after the end of the Cold War. These traditionally isolationist countries must now learn how to coordinate their security concerns within NATO and the WEU. Both must learn how to act
on multilateral issues within these institutions in order to meet their individual security and defense needs. This will be the greatest challenge to Spain and Portugal in the near future.

Portugal and Spain’s relationships with the United States will also take on new forms. The United States has recognized the need to establish a new European security structure and has supported a more independent role for the WEU.\textsuperscript{10} As articulated in the Transatlantic Declaration (1995), both sides have agreed to consult each other in all important questions of common economic, security and political interests. Portugal and Spain will find that their relations with the United States will become more “multilateral” and will no longer be secured solely on bilateral military base agreements.

THE IBERIAN PENINSULA AND NATO DURING THE COLD WAR

Portugal has been a full participating member since the Alliance’s founding in 1949.\textsuperscript{11} Membership in NATO helped this small Iberian country differentiate itself from its larger neighbor on the peninsula. Portugal’s main role in NATO has been providing access to facilities for specific allies or to NATO in general, including air bases, fuel and ammunition bunkers, communications networks, and the subordinate command located outside Lisbon in Oeiras. In fact, Portugal’s role in the Alliance eventually became more important--relative to its strength--given the absence of Spain in NATO and France’s withdrawal from the integrated military command structure in 1966.

A curious feature of Portugal’s integration into NATO is that its area of responsibility did not include all of what the Portuguese refer to as their “strategic triangle”—the Azores, Madeira and continental Portugal. Portugal is the only NATO country whose territory (land and sea) falls under different Supreme Allied Commanders. In 1967, NATO set up a principle subordinate command (PSC) in Portugal (COMIBERLANT) under the Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic (SACLANT) based in Oeiras. However, in 1982—coinciding with Spain’s entrance into NATO—the status of this command was upgraded to a major subordinate command (MSC) with a Portuguese Vice Admiral named as Commander-in-Chief. The name was changed to Commander-in-Chief Allied Forces Iberian Atlantic Area (CINCIBERLANT).
This position was previously filled by an American rear admiral who was also the head of the Military Assistance Advisory group in Lisbon.

IBERLANT is the only MSC in Europe not under the Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR). This was because its primary role was to defend the Atlantic from both north and south, as well as into and out of the Mediterranean. Portugal’s NATO command area of influence, therefore, extended from the north of Portugal to the Tropic of Cancer, and from the Portuguese border to a line approximately 500 nautical miles seaward. This means that IBERLANT did not control the Azores, mainland Portugal and its coastal waters. The Azores fell within the area of responsibility of WESTLANT under a US admiral based in Norfolk. NATO operations in the Azores fulfilled the important function of monitoring Soviet nuclear submarine activity in the Western Atlantic. The air defense of mainland Portugal falls under the Portuguese Air Defense Sector (POADS) which is subordinate to the Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR) through CINCIBERLANT.

Throughout the 1980s, the Portuguese pressured her NATO allies to change IBERLANT’s area of responsibility to include all the geography of their “strategic triangle”. In 1988 IBERLANT was reconfigured to include the Azores and the ocean around them out to twelve nautical miles given Portuguese pressure. Some noted that the change was due to Spain’s decision to remain in NATO following the 1986 referendum. IBERLANT remains under the Supreme Allied Commander in the Atlantic (SACLANT). The successful integration of Portugal’s “strategic triangle” under the same NATO command structure represents a part of the country’s attempt to realize its Atlantic projection. However, the problem of the Portuguese military non-presence in area still must be resolved as it is the army, and not the navy and air force, which continues to be the primary recipient of resources and personnel.

All Portuguese military and political elites agree that CINCIBERLANT remains important for Portugal, especially given the fact there is a Portuguese as commander. Portugal’s geostrategic position for the Alliance grew in importance as neither France nor Spain are part of the integrated military command
structures of NATO. The Oeiras base was the only NATO command center in the region. What this meant—for no specific merit of the Portuguese except for their willingness to cooperate fully in NATO—was that Portugal enjoyed greater influence in NATO decision-making circles than would have otherwise been the case. The Portuguese co-located at CINCIBERLANT their naval command to take advantage of the location and the modern communications system Oeiras provided. This “dual-hat” strategy was meant to save time as it would not be necessary to have to move between commands in an emergency. It also allowed for improved and upgraded command and control facilities (at no extra expense to Portugal) which both NATO and Portugal could use. Portugal also received improved military assets and became more involved in NATO military exercises. Even if Spain and France “normalize” their relations with NATO’s military structures today, Portugal will still enjoy the advantage of having participated in NATO commands and maneuvers for over 45 years.

Several important foreign policy objectives informed the Portuguese in this realignment of responsibilities within NATO structures especially as the Cold War came to an unexpected end. The most important had to do with Portugal’s relationship with the US via the link with SACLANT. Portugal viewed its continued links with the US as fundamental to counterbalance the economic and diplomatic strength of a unified Germany as well as the EU’s looking to Central and East Europe as the process of European integration becomes “wider”. If the EU’s security spectrum does not stop at the Atlantic but extends across it to the North Atlantic, then Portugal is in the middle of the stage and not a small country on the distant edge of Europe. Cognizant that it is a small country—especially if the EU enlarges—Portugal wants to increase its weight in the European theater by strengthening its relationship with the US. Such a priority will become even more important as NATO structures are reorganized for the next century and as Spain and France fully participate in the Alliance’ military structures. Not wanting to be eclipsed by neighboring powers clearly stronger than itself, Portugal wants to play a “hinge” role through its geographical location between the US and the rest of Europe—even though the articulation of Portuguese
foreign policy will be more “Euro-Atlantic” and not solely “Atlanticist.”

Spain was not a founding member of the NATO alliance. In fact, it was argued that as the Franco regime was not democratic, Spain could not be considered for membership—a fact overlooked obviously in the case of Salazar’s authoritarian regime in Portugal. The question of Spain’s membership in NATO, therefore, is not considered seriously until after Franco dies and a change in regime begins in 1975. During the transition to democracy, Spanish political and military elites emphasized more the renegotiation of the bilateral defense agreement with the United States than to seek entrance into NATO. However, the course of domestic events would soon change political leaders minds in the early 1980s. Spain at that time was going through a dramatic period in the process of democratic consolidation—economic problems, daily terrorist attacks, establishment of autonomous regions, and growing unrest among the Spanish military. After the failed 23 February 1981 military coup, the center-right Union of the Democratic Center (UCD) government under Leopoldo Calvo-Sotelo solicited Spain’s entrance into NATO at the end of that year. It was thought that by having the Spanish military participate in NATO, they would soon adopt democratic ideas, be subjected to civilian control, and no longer threaten the country’s weak democratic institutions. Despite the fact that little political consensus emerged among the major parties at the time—the Socialist Party (PSOE) and the Communist Party (PCE) were vehemently against it—Spain became the sixteenth member of NATO in May 1982.16

The upcoming elections held in October 1982 gave a majority victory to the PSOE and Prime Minister Felipe Gonzalez immediately froze Spain’s further integration into the Alliance structures until the holding of a national referendum. The PSOE’s electoral platform emphasized a deliberately ambiguous position of “OTAN, de entrada, no” which over time was gradually changed to “OTAN, sí” given the exigencies of realpolitik.17 Wanting to become members of the European Community, Spain could not enjoy solely the economic benefits of realizing its European vocation without helping to contribute to the region’s defense as well. Therefore, the PSOE eventually held the promised referendum on 12 March
1986—after having already become full members of the EC—and nearly 53% of those voting approved of the government’s position. The people supported Spain’s membership in the Alliance with certain conditions: no integration into the military structures; no deployment of nuclear weapons on Spanish soil; and the progressive reduction of American troop presence in Spain.

The following principles describe Spain’s unique relationship to NATO from 1986 to the present time: (1) member of the Atlantic Council with full rights; (2) participation in the Nuclear Planning Groups, Defense Planning Committee and the Military Committee; (3) participation in other NATO committees such as civil defense, budget, etc.; (4) contribution to NATO’s military budget reflecting its nonintegration into the military command structures; and (5) participation with NATO forces in the integrated military command structures through a system of “coordination agreements.” Spain’s Ambassador to NATO, Jaime Ojeda (1982-1985), included these “coordination agreements” as an interesting way to have Spain’s troops participate in the Alliance’s integrated military exercises. This meant that Spain could incorporate its troops into Alliance maneuvers by relinquishing its operative control and putting them under the disposition of NATO commands. This strange arrangement was more juridical than operative, and in this way, Spain was a full participant—unlike France—in the Alliance’s defense committees.

The Socialist government had defended that a stronger defense relationship with Europe would be one way to decrease Spain’s dependence on the United States. Even though the NATO question had been resolved, Prime Minister Gonzalez began to develop the objective of a European defense based on the WEU. Spain and Portugal join the WEU in 1988. At the same time, Gonzalez initiated bilateral talks with the United States to overcome Spain’s problem of dependency on the dominant hegemon. By 1988 Spain and the United States sign their first inter pares agreement and the US began to reduce troop commitments in Spain. By 1994 all bases were turned over to the Spanish. Spain has always had problems finding its place in the Cold War NATO structures and dealing with the dominant position of the United States. Yet, Spain was allowed to pursue its own model of continuation in NATO which some allies classified as
confusing. Spain was often viewed as a “free rider and reluctant partner” within NATO circles. With the end of the Cold War, Spain foresees greater opportunities to play a more significant role in contributing to Europe’s defense. What remains to be defined at this point is how that role will be played. As will be seen later in this paper, Portuguese and Spanish cooperation will be necessary to define a coherent defense and security role for both within the organizational structures of the “new” NATO.

PORTUGAL AND SPAIN THE WEST EUROPEAN UNION

The West European Union was recently revived in order to help coordinate European Community security and defense cooperation and to strengthen European links to NATO. The WEU comes out of the Brussels Treaty of 1948 whose founding members were Belgium, France, Luxembourg, Holland and England. The 1954 Paris Agreements revised the Brussels Treaty—thereafter calling it the West European Union—which allowed for the admission of Italy and West Germany. As the United States consolidated its position within NATO during the Cold War, it was NATO and not the WEU which assumed full responsibility for western collective defense. Yet, during the period between 1954-1973, the WEU adopted a political role to help coordinate European Community-Great Britain relations. After Britain became a member of the EC in 1973, the role of the WEU reduced substantially. It was revived in 1984 as a way to help define a European security identity and to produce a gradual harmonization of member states’ defense policies. The Treaty on European Union signed in Maastricht in 1991 designated the WEU as the defense arm of the EU and an important part of the Treaty’s second pillar, the Common Foreign and Security Policy. The WEU today is to play two important roles: to be the defense arm of the EU and the European pillar of NATO.

As Spain and Portugal were not members of the European Community, they were not offered membership in the WEU. However, soon after becoming members of the European Community, Spain and Portugal opted to also join the West European Union. Their treaties of accession were signed on 14 November 1988 and were finally ratified on 27 March 1990. From a European perspective, the end of the
Cold War was to breathe new life in to the WEU. At the Lisbon Conference of 1995, the WEU set up a permanent military staff in Brussels. The WEU does not have a standing army but does have access to operational units. These include two forces, one of light brigades, the European Rapid Reaction Force (EUROFOR), and another of naval units, the European Maritime Force (EUROMARFOR). In the event of an emergency, WEU forces would be formed by drawing units from national forces. EUROFOR and EUROMARFOR are “answerable...as a priority” to the WEU (Forces Available to the WEU—FAWEU) for operations in areas of crisis management, humanitarian assistance, and peacekeeping—the so-called Petersburg tasks. Both Spain and Portugal participate in these forces. NATO could also draw upon these forces if needed.

In the past, WEU joint collective actions have been limited and not very significant. For example, WEU treaty sanctions concerted European actions outside the NATO area of operation. WEU ships were sent to the Persian Gulf in 1987-88 to ensure freedom of navigation and to sweep the area of mines. The US supported this mission and it was hoped that the WEU would then be invested with a new authority and international prestige. This latter hope, however, has yet to be realized. When the Yugoslav crisis broke out in 1992, the WEU failed to react. The WEU did follow UN Security Council resolutions and sent naval units to the Adriatic Sea to enforce the arms embargo against the former Yugoslav republics and to ensure the economic embargo dictated against Serbia-Montenegro. Yet such “military” efforts did little to stop the war waging in Europe’s backyard for over three years. Despite attempts by the EU to strengthen the WEU, it is clear that even after the end of the Cold War, the Europeans still look to the United States (be it in NATO or any other intergovernmental organization) to lead in regional defense issues.

It was against this reality that one Spanish military thinker expressed his reservations about WEU initiatives:
There are three basic problems the question of the WEU raises, and upon which it is essential to reflect: (1) there is a lack of institutional definition regarding its nature, objectives, capacities, and relations with the rest of the organizations that form the latticework of European security; (2) it is severely limited politically as it cannot reach decisions about major security challenges and (3) the WEU suffers military limitations that incapacitate it for any action not having the support of NATO or the US.²⁵

These limitations are understandable given that most European countries—including France—agree that NATO remains the primary instrument for collective defense in Europe. But, at the same time, most European countries want the WEU to some day bear that responsibility. And here is the problem: so long as NATO is strong and the Americans are willing to defend Europe, the EU member countries simply do not have any strong incentives to build an independent, credible and strong WEU. This conundrum becomes even more problematic today as countries want to cut and not increase government spending—especially in the area of defense. If EU members want a defense organization independent of NATO, they will simply have to spend more money.

The European Union countries are also trying to deal with the relationship between the WEU and the EU. Defining adequately and clearly this linkage will be important as the WEU modified Brussels Treaty is due to expire in 1998. As early as 1990 the WEU members began to debate seriously the linkage between the EU and the WEU. It was even proposed that the competencies of the WEU be absorbed by the EU. At that point the EU members were finalizing negotiations on the Maastricht Treaty which included a second pillar on developing a common foreign and security policy. Some members believed that the WEU could one day turn into the military arm of the Union.²⁶ However, divisions emerged among members over the inherent characteristics of the WEU—would it become a supranational institution like the EU or could it remain intergovernmental? As a small country seeking to preserve its interests, Portugal has continuously opted for the WEU to remain intergovernmental, thereby preserving the “one country, one vote” principle. Spain, on the other hand, has not hidden its aspirations of being a “big” actor in Europe and has sought to make the WEU function more like a supranational institution.
Other issues also divided the discussion. Great Britain, the Netherlands, Denmark, Portugal and Ireland rejected an absorption of the WEU into the EU, fearing a weakening of the NATO Alliance and America’s commitment to defend the continent. They wanted to strengthen the links between the Alliance and WEU while at the same time having the WEU maintain its organizational autonomy. These countries rejected making the WEU an executive organ of the EU implementing decisions taken by the Council—especially if veto powers were taken away. Germany and France were in favor of gradually integrating the WEU into the Union’s institutional framework. Spain generally supported the Franco-German initiative but with some differences. Madrid wanted to strengthen the defense role of the EU by having a more flexible decision making process (i.e. voting by qualified majority and not unanimously as the Portuguese had wanted) and by granting the European Council an eminent function in defining CFSP. The Portuguese began to express reluctant attitudes towards the realization of a CFSP.\textsuperscript{27} Clearly, a division had emerged between “Europeanists and Atlanticists” within the EU.

Further differences arose over the perennial debate between large and small states in the EU. Portugal, for example, wanted all states equal in CFSP leading to a specific quorum of member states which have to agree to implementing “a joint action” in Article J.3 of the Treaty. Spanish leader Felipe Gonzalez, however, presented in 1993 a proposal for the creation of a directorate including the major EU countries which earned him the title of “deGaulle of the South.” Most importantly, this act illustrated Spain’s claim to be a big country—especially for her Iberian neighbors. On this issue, Spain and Portugal disagree. However, both countries will do anything to prevent being marginalized from EU politics and will reluctantly come to some agreements. Both want to be at the heart of the EU as proof of fulfilling their European vocations.

It will, however, become more difficult for Spain and Portugal to ensure their full participation in all EU arenas—political, economic, monetary, defense, judicial, etc. As the EU becomes more differentiated, Spain and Portugal must force themselves to keep up with the process of integration in all its
varying dimensions. Since both these Iberian countries consider themselves "Europeanists"—though in different ways—this could lead to disappointment and a certain redefinition of their role and position in Europe, maybe even affecting participation in common defense and security policies.

Despite these obvious differences, the WEU/EU countries began meeting in "intergovernmental conferences" (IGC) on Political Union to work out their differences. The first official convocation was declared in Rome in December 1990. At that point it was agreed that the EU would respect ties with the Atlantic Alliance as well as the traditional foreign policy positions of some member states (i.e. Ireland and Austria's neutrality). Discussion began on the concept of "mutual assistance" as well as the future status of the WEU. At that point, the EU members envisioned the WEU as a "cooperation channel between political union and NATO."28

Spanish leaders have traditionally been aligned with those who wanted a common foreign policy as an expression of European union—"integrationists"—not those who desired an agreement of sovereign states to coordinate foreign policies—"cooperators"—such as the Portuguese. Once the EU enlarged to include Austria, Sweden and Finland, Spain supported a deepening of EU institutions, especially in terms of CFSP. Several reasons informed this position: (1) to increase efficiency and cohesion (need greater economic and social cohesion); (2) to ensure democracy and effectiveness (stress democratic nature of institutions and preserve the relative political weight of country members); and (3) to provide a capacity for international initiative (create CFSP).29 Spain saw the creation of CFSP as a counterpart to the enlargement process. Most importantly, as the Cold War came to an end, Spain saw the need for the EU to create defense tools to deal with crises alone, especially given European failures in the former Yugoslavia. Spain sees the enlargement of the WEU as possible and desirable, but it "must be guided by the notion of convergence towards the EU."30

While the Spanish look to Europe to fulfill their defense and security agenda, the Portuguese look to the US as a crucial factor in maintaining an inter-European equilibrium and security on the continent, as
well as a way to bolster its position within the EU. Along with Great Britain, the Netherlands and Italy, Portugal remains more attached to the Alliance and less committed to the creation of a strong European defense identity. At IGC discussions, Portugal has continuously argued that the fundamental pillar of European defense remains NATO and that any moves toward establishing a European defense identity within the EU should not affect the transatlantic relationship. The Portuguese want the WEU to be kept as an autonomous organization that would serve as a bridge between NATO and the EU.31 The WEU should at an early stage serve as an organ of elaborating and defining a CFSP, guided by directives of the European Council where each country would retain veto rights. The administrative bodies of the WEU have already been moved from London to Brussels which many saw as a first step in the WEU’s future integration into the organs of the European Union. At this time, the WEU is revising its existing structures to make it more operational and to help in the formulation of a CFSP. It is already assumed that the European Council will define those policy areas subject to a common policy. The key for the Portuguese is to keep the WEU intergovernmental and for all countries to maintain their veto rights.

Atlanticists in Portugal have slowly begun to accept the development of a security and defense dimension of the EU which would be entrusted to the WEU. However, they maintain the reservation that relations with the Atlantic Alliance not be affected and that the American presence in Europe remain intact. The WEU, therefore, should be redesigned to establish close links with NATO, to deal with European defense matter and to have the Union serve as a bridge between both spheres. Some progress has been made in this area. At the Foreign Minister meeting in March 1991 during the discussion of the possibilities of creating a CFSP, Italy, Spain, Belgium, Luxembourg and Greece supported the Franco-German proposal supporting a stronger move toward creating a European defense identity and the use of majority voting in decision-taking. Great Britain, Denmark and Portugal held a more reserved position. Ireland has traditionally wanted to maintain its neutrality and the Netherlands stressed the importance of keeping those American ties in Europe.
At the NATO summit in Rome in November 1991, the adoption of the “Alliance’s New Strategic Concept” noted that a European security and defense identity was welcomed but always respecting the Atlantic ties. In the final communiqué of the North Atlantic Council meeting in Copenhagen in June 1991 the building of CFSP involving the WEU was no longer rejected under the condition that the essential function of the Alliance would not be impaired. It was left to the Europeans to decide “what arrangements are needed for the expression of a common foreign and security policy and defense role—taking into account the necessary transparency and complementarity between the 15 and the WEU on the one side, and NATO on the other.”

Under the Portuguese Secretary General of the WEU (Jose Cutileiro), Portugal has set a goal to increase the WEU’s operational and military capabilities. The WEU lacks the lift, command-and-control, and intelligence resources necessary to organize a successful out-of-area operation independently. It has been suggested that the EU hold jurisdiction over all WEU tasks other than collective defense—meaning only those concerning the Petersburg tasks. This would allow EU’s non-aligned countries to join a European common defense structure without changing their neutral status. Notwithstanding such proposals, the WEU is still not operational. The point remains that the Europeans in general have not been able to develop a common approach to Europe’s overall security interests, not to mention defining the elements of a common defense policy. It is understandable, therefore, that within that context Spain and Portugal may still not share similar defense interests.

Under the previous PSD government (Minister of Defense Nogueira), the Portuguese wanted to have a more active role in WEU, even to allow for the participation of NATO forces in WEU operations. Their fight for the Secretary General position—curiously enough against a Spanish candidate (Enrique Baron Crespo)—showed the importance of the WEU in Portuguese security and defense options. By 1994, the Portuguese had realized that EU membership and the Eastern evolution of the EU had begun to change the country’s traditional Atlantic approach to provide for its security and defense. Portugal is against a
multispeed Europe (unless the Portuguese are in the first speed, of course) and have not been expressly profederal in political discourse.

Given some of the operational or technical uncertainties of the WEU, some European countries have organized other military forces to try to deal rapidly with possible regional threats. In 1993, the “Eurocorps” was formed with France, Germany, Belgium, Luxembourg and Spain participating. The Germans and the French first proposed the idea in November 1991 as a form of reinforced military cooperation with joint units as a nucleus for a European Corps and a model for closer ties between the WEU countries. Other European countries saw the purpose a little differently, to decrease the “hegemonial tendencies” of some countries—read Germany. Spain was one of the first European countries to join as it was seen as a way to support the creation of a European security identity. The idea of creating multinational units as a means of tightening political and military ties among member states appealed to the Spanish—especially if dependence upon the United States could be decreased at the same time. By 1999, command of the Eurocorps will go to a Spanish Lt. General.

At first, Portuguese politicians and military criticized the formation of the Eurocorps. From their Atlanticist perspective, the Eurocorps was no more than a French initiative to establish a rival organization to NATO that would lead to a “transatlantic decoupling”. The Bush administration’s criticism of its creation strengthened this perspective in Lisbon. However, as the Clinton administration began to support the idea of a European defense identity (January 1994 NATO summit) and as France attempts to move closer to NATO, this has led to a narrowing of the gap between the pro-European line which Portugal has generally adopted since the signing of the Maastricht treaty and its position on a common European defense.

Portugal became a permanent “observer” within the Eurocorps in 1995, but it has since suspended this limited role. It has also followed the lead of the Spanish by participating in the EUROFOR and the EUROMARFOR. These forces were initiated by Spain, Italy and France in 1992 and are popularly
referred to as the "euroarmy of the south". As mentioned above, they are considered two military forces "attributed" to the WEU but which can also be "used" by NATO. These will be composed of combined troop divisions whose mission would be to intervene in crises in the Mediterranean and to support UN peacekeeping initiatives. The motive behind forming these new forces stems from the anticipation by southern Mediterranean countries that the north of Europe will gradually show disinterest in crises in the region. Compared to Eurocorps, the EUROFOR/EUROMARFOR will not have permanently stationed troops. Rather, EUROFOR will be composed of about 10,000 rapid deployment troops answerable to a multinational command with a control center in Florence, Italy. EUROMARFOR will be commanded by ship in front of a crisis area. Portuguese participation in these European defense organizations represents a clear departure from traditional Portuguese positions—to avoid direct participation in armed conflicts in Europe.

Portuguese participation does, however, show how they realize that their security interests have changed since the end of the Cold War and that greater multilateral cooperation with her Mediterranean neighbors will only strengthen the country's ability to protect its national interests. It may be based on this realization that greater Spanish-Portuguese defense cooperation may be anchored in the future. In fact, it could be argued that for the first time Spain and Portugal share a common security concern—that the EU will soon grow to concentrate exclusively on issues affecting central and Eastern Europe. Both Portugal and Spain have emphasized the need to "open up" to the East but, at the same time, to "deepen" with the South. They see the Mediterranean as an integral part of the balance between East and South in the EU.

Yet, this "Europeanization" of Mediterranean policies has meant different things to Spain and Portugal. For Spain, it has meant placing its traditional third world relations with the Arab world into a European context. For Portugal, it has meant the opposite—the "Mediterraneanization" of its external relations. Portugal has begun to build stronger multilateral relations with her Mediterranean neighbors. Prior to becoming a member of the EU, this Iberian country only had significant ties with Morocco—
obviously as a way to counterbalance Spanish influence in the region. Spain has a much broader vision of the Mediterranean which includes the Middle East states. This is not the case for Portugal. Spain also wants to use its Middle East ties as a way to gain prominence as a European power. The best example of this would be the Spanish sponsoring of the first Middle East Peace Conference in October 1991. The Portuguese have begun to place a clear emphasis on strengthening relations with countries of the Western Mediterranean, as well as increasing cooperation with her Southern European neighbors and countries of the Maghreb.

Both Spain and Portugal have also begun to “modernize” their military structures. Portugal has had a more difficult time than Spain in modernizing and democratizing its military forces. Significant changes could be seen after the formation of a Ministry of Defense in 1982. Prior to that time the Revolutionary Council remained the military organ which controlled military activities. Once the Revolutionary Council was dissolved in the 1982 Constitutional revision, Portugal began to assert civilian and political control over its military. This process ended with the election of a non-military president, Mario Soares, in 1985. Once the Social Democratic Party (PSD) won its first majority victory in 1987 and then a second in 1991, the country began the process of modernizing Portugal’s military forces.

Former Minister of Defense, Fernando Nogueira, employed a strategy between 1991 and 1994 which emphasized the three “R”s of redimensioning, restructuring and reequipping. He recognized the need to develop consensus on the future of Portugal’s armed forces and defense policies. This, of course, did not make the difficult decisions any easier to take. But it did help make everyone understand—even those forced into early retirement—that due to a shortage of resources, such unpopular positions were necessary. It is interesting to note that the development of such a consensus strategy is quite different from what happens in Spain where debate on the subject does not even exist. The Portuguese Ministry of Defense has taken over defense and military decision making, a power no longer dominated by the General Staff. The General Staff was then transformed into an operational command and headed by the Chief of the General Staff.
(CEMGFA). The CEMGFA includes the three service chiefs which it now coordinates autonomously. There is no room allowed for independent political roles in this military command structure.

The restructuring of Spain’s military began in 1994 and was called “Plan Norte.” This represented an attempt to deal realistically with Spain’s European vision of collective defense options—a business way of resolving national strategic debate. The success of “Plan Norte” will measure Spain’s ability and willingness to translate new ideas into coherent and effective action. It may represent the difference between Spanish rhetorical solidarity with alliance objectives and effective Spanish participation in achieving those objectives. Among the Spanish military forces, it is the army’s strategic vision that is by definition broader, one that presupposes military power to be only a supporting element in the nation’s response to the modern range of security threats. Spain’s successful reorganization of her military forces and participation in European defense programs will depend upon building consensus domestically (among military and political forces), no longer covered in secrecy.

The peninsular territory remains Spain’s strategic center of gravity. This area is included as a base for the successful execution of Spain’s interests in three major spheres of action: defense of national territory itself, regional defense with emphasis on commitments to European security and the Atlantic Alliance; and that sphere determined by commitments to the UN. Spain’s overall strategic military objectives emphasize multilateral commitments, including such theoretical capabilities as deterrence, forward presence, force projection, mobility, readiness and collective defense. Spanish leaders also envision the final completion of the army’s progressive abandonment of its territorial presence mission. That is to say, the army will no longer provide government force throughout the territory of Spain. The decrease in this domestic role for the army will be compensated for by greater participation in external missions organized by UN peacekeeping or NATO’s SFOR, for example. The Joint Strategic Plan (Plan Estrategico Conjunto—PEC) was approved in March 1995 for the Spanish land forces but the need still exists to coordinate the plan with the other service branches.
SIZE OF MILITARY FORCES
(IN THOUSANDS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPAIN</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PORTUGAL</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Revista de la OTAN, No. 1, January 1996.

Long before the Cold War ended, Spain and Portugal had been concerned about defense spending. When compared to Spain, Portugal has not made any significant reductions in its defense spending as a percentage of GDP. In fact, Portugal has even increased defense spending at a time when her European neighbors have been trying to cut back on all aspects of state spending to meet the strict Maastricht convergence criteria on debt and deficit.

DEFENSE SPENDING AS A PERCENTAGE OF GDP
(In constant 1990 prices and exchange rates)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PORTUGAL</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPAIN</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO EUROPE</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Revista de la OTAN, No. 1, January 1996.

When the PSOE took over in 1982, Spain’s defense spending was about 2.0% of GDP. In fact, defense budgets remained at about 2% of GDP from 1983 to 1988—the year of Spain’s “normalization” of her international relations militarily. Thereafter, this spending began to decrease to current levels a little above one percent given that the country’s international objectives had already been realized. The
problem has been that as the military has attempted to reorganize, modernize and participate in international troop deployments, it has had to deal with decreasing financial support. Spain's total defense spending according to NATO sources noted above is less than all other NATO members, excluding Luxembourg. The 1991 Parliamentary proposal which established the objective of 2% GDP for defense spending by the end of the century has been greatly affected by governments wanting to cut state spending. This has become even more pronounced as Spain struggles to meet the Maastricht criteria of debt and deficit.

Relations between Spain and Portugal are the central issue within the EU and NATO on Iberian peninsula. In general, relations between these two countries have been improving on a large scale. One explanation can be found in the fact that Spain and Portugal have become more interdependent economically. In addition, both countries' willingness to cooperate in defining a CFSP—especially in the Mediterranean—will help build stronger patterns of cooperation “spilling-over” into other areas of the intra-Iberian relationship. Portugal will have to deal with the results of the end of Spanish isolationism and protectionism. Its primary concern will be to prevent the peninsula from being regarded by allied partners as one sole entity coordinated from Madrid. The Portuguese will have to reinforce the idea that there is still peninsular diversity which other EU countries must recognize. Both countries will have to deal with the fact that integration into the EU and WEU has been simultaneous. As their relations "deepen," so too will the opportunities to cooperate on common defense issues in a new European order.

SPAIN AND PORTUGAL IN A POST-COLD WAR NATO

The end of bipolarity, the internal changes taking place within the former Soviet Bloc countries, and the reality of German reunification have transformed the parameters within which European countries have to operate in a post-Cold War world. No longer will countries' foreign policies be defined by the inherent struggle for dominance built into the Cold War. It was within this new, dynamic context that the Americans in the early 1990s encouraged the European Union countries to define their "essential common
interests” which could then be translated into successful joint actions. The Europeans have not been overwhelmingly successful thus far. Hence, the creation of a “common foreign and security policy”--the second pillar of the Treaty on European Union--has yet to become a reality and in many cases still looks rather premature. Attempts to upgrade and reinforce joint policies have thus far not created any special problems for Spain and Portugal, at least not any more than for other members. As the EU enlarges to include some Central and Eastern European countries, what we may eventually see will be foreign policy perceptions and orientations becoming more “regionalized” as the interests of those countries looking to the East of Europe begin to differ from those in Europe’s South.

For Spain, the end of bipolarity facilitated its fuller participation in issues concerning European security. Spain has defended “complementarity” in common defense (meaning WEU-EU) and other institutions already in existence (such as NATO and OSCE). After the Rome NATO summit, the Spanish see a reformed Atlantic Alliance, “lighter, more flexible less nuclear, more European, more transparent and open”. From the Spanish perspective, NATO has changed. The idea of “double hats” and “separable but not separate” concepts also fit Spain’s positions on relations between NATO and the WEU. To show how Spain differentiates between NATO and WEU, it named an ambassador exclusively to the WEU. Most countries, including Portugal, appoint one ambassador responsible for NATO and WEU. Greater Spanish military participation in UN peacekeeping missions around the world and NATO peace enforcement illustrates how its noninterventionist policies of past have indeed changed. The Spanish defend “integrationism” concerning procedures for reaching decisions (using majority voting) and “Europeanism” in matters of security and defense. Spain’s defense policies have become increasingly realistic and pragmatic.

The Portuguese--like her Iberian neighbors--have had to evaluate critically their country’s position in Europe as the Cold War came to an end. No longer faced with a Soviet threat, the old debate over Europe in general—or the South in particular—resurfaced and the Portuguese have had to make some
important choices. The Portuguese “non-belligerence” position in the Gulf War meant that its participation in that collective effort was the lowest among all the European allies.⁴³ Governing elites now realize that if Portugal wants to have political influence in security organizations, their troops will have to participate more actively. This process has lead to the “nationalization” of defense issues in Portugal. The Portuguese military have participated in UNPROFOR, IFOR and SFOR operations in the former Yugoslavia.

Out of this debate have emerged two different perspectives among political and military elites. On the one hand, the “Euroskeptics” argue that Portugal’s peripheral position in Europe protects the country from direct involvement in the continent’s regional conflicts. Hence, Portugal should strengthen her ties to Africa, not Europe. Portuguese military actions outside the European domain should take place either bilaterally or with the United Nations (for example, in Angola and Mozambique). On the other hand, the “Euroatlanticists” opine that the country’s borders no longer stop at national frontiers and former interests and efforts in Africa are not decisive in foreign policy decision-making. What really matters for Portugal is participation in the EU and the fulfillment of its obligations directly related to membership. Portugal’s active role in EU foreign affairs would help prevent the hegemony of a few states and the predominance of their interests in the context of the EU, including matters of defense. “Euroatlanticists” are especially concerned about trying to counterbalance Spain’s role in the EU as it aspires to be a “big” player in foreign policy matters. In order to resolve this debate, there has been a tenuous compromise between the two schools as articulated ambiguously in the 1993 “defense concepts” directly related to the European formation of a common foreign and security policy.⁴⁴ The problem remains, however, that as CFSP is ambiguous, a clearer Portuguese defense policy will depend upon a greater clarification of CFSP.

Most political and military leaders agree that recent bilateral relations between Spain and Portugal are good, if somewhat distant, in the defense and security areas. The primary question to be resolved—and it is at the top of the agenda—concerns the future of an integrated Iberian Command for NATO. Given
geography and military assets, Spain could easily claim the leadership role on the peninsula which would be totally unacceptable to the Portuguese. While the Portuguese will be willing to negotiate the future of NATO command structures on the peninsula, what they know that they do not want is an Iberian command under Spain. There is also a growing perception within military circles that the United States favors Spain or at least an “Iberianist” view of the peninsula in geostrategic terms. That is why when Spain joined NATO in 1982, Portugal insisted that it remained linked to SACLANT as Spain’s “coordination agreements” were integrated into SACEUR.

But the Portuguese will have to come to terms with a military reality they simply cannot match—Spain is currently the largest contributor of forces to NATO exercises in the IBERLANT area of responsibility. The Portuguese realize that Spain’s military is more prepared, larger and better equipped. The problem for the Portuguese will be that as Spain and France want to emphasize a larger role in NATO, this will probably come at the expense of the Portuguese position (though not in terms of defense) in the organization. Portugal has to deal with Spain’s desire to exercise a greater air and naval presence in the Atlantic outside NATO military structures—even if it realizes Spain will be better equipped to do so. But this process may have negative affects on the Iberian relationship for the short term. Portugal does not support a division of IBERLANT into two separate commands, one under a Portuguese (north) and another under a Spaniard (south). The Portuguese also are cognizant that a foreign policy based exclusively on “Atlanticism” would be a form of isolationism for Portugal. Therefore, Portugal will not diminish its commitment to the defense of the European front. It is against this backdrop that Portugal will continue to emphasize its “Euro-Atlantic multilateralism.”

NATO itself had to deal with the new exigencies presented in a world no longer dominated by the East-West struggle. At the Rome 1991 NATO summit, the allies reached an agreement approving the New Strategic Concept: “to safeguard the freedom and security of all its members by political and military means, in accordance with the principles of the UN Charter.” At this meeting, the sixteen NATO members
created the North Atlantic Cooperation Council (NACC), a forum which includes the full members of NATO in regular session as well as representatives from all partner countries. The purpose of the NACC was to enhance dialogue and cooperation with NATO's partners as promised in the New Strategic Concept. Given the existence of a new situation which demanded a more flexible and cost-efficient approach, the ability to act multinational and the capacity to build up reinforcements would be of primary importance to the NATO allies. This became the conceptual basis for CJTF.

CJTF is an operational concept which facilitates a configuration for deployment of NATO forces in the new security environment with the criteria set out in the New Strategic Concept: "enhanced flexibility and mobility and an assured capacity for augmentation when necessary." Non-article V operations may not have an identifiable threat, but risks are still involved considering the success of the mission and the safety of the troops deployed. Greater political oversight would be required. It was agreed in 1994 that CJTF concept would be a means to facilitate the use of NATO's collective assets for WEU/EU missions or for missions with the participation of non-NATO countries. As Europeans remain divided over whether or not to integrate WEU into EU, NATO has felt less compelled to articulate clearly the relations between NATO and the WEU for which CJTF would be instrumental. This has been one way to give NATO's rigid integrated structure operational flexibility required by new changes. NATO's role in operations other than those stipulated in Article V of the Washington Treaty (namely peacekeeping) facilitated the work of NATO and the WEU in a "separate but not separable" framework. Establishing practical cooperation with Partnership for Peace countries also demanded a new approach to the use of NATO's assets and capabilities. By completing CJTF, NATO facilitates the evolutionary process towards a true "European security and defense identity" (ESDI) within the Alliance.

In September 1994, the NATO allies agreed to conduct a "Long-Term Study" to determine changes needed in NATO's organization and resources so that it could effectively adapt its command and force structure as agreed in Rome (1991). Although this study has yet to be concluded—and should be
agreed upon before the July 1997 Madrid summit—the following points summarize some of the possible structural changes: (a) have two Major NATO Commands (MNC) of SACEUR AND SACLANT under American commanders with the possible incorporation of a European deputy SACEUR with special operational responsibilities; (b) change the number of Major Subordinate Commands (MSC) in Europe—one idea has been to reduce it to two regional commands geographically center one to the north of the Alps and one to the south of the Alps; (c) reduce the number of Principle Subordinate Commands (PSC) and adjust them to reflect contributions in geographical areas of national security interests; (d) eliminate Sub-principle Subordinate Commands (SUB-PSC).

The Alliance members are still working out the details of the new military structure of NATO. Both Spain and Portugal agree that changes are necessary. However, the Portuguese are concerned about the second layer of structure and what will happen to their MSC. They are determined to fight to keep it. The Spanish want to receive a NATO command (preferably an MSC) responsible for all of Spain’s territory—including the Canary Islands and corresponding territorial waters. The Spanish are pleased with the elimination of the fourth layer (SUB-PSC) structures, as this would mean the disappearance of the Gibraltar NATO command (GIBMED).

Debate in Portugal over the future of its MSC began as early as 1993. This emerged within the context of a constellation of inter-related factors: flat or declining defense budgets, command realignments eliminating certain command structures, implications of CJTF for its MSC, and the NATO long term study on the future of the alliance’s structures. At that point, the Portuguese began arguing for a position under SACEUR to increase their territorial (as opposed to maritime) responsibility and presumably their role in NATO. As previously noted, Portugal was the only European country in the integrated military command structure which did not have its main NATO connection to SACEUR. As NATO members began thinking about the alliance’s future organizational structures, the Portuguese realized that not having their land mass incorporated into the European NATO command structure held negative implications for the country’s
security. In August 1994 it was decided that the status quo ante would prevail—especially as the debate erupted into an internal Portuguese conflict when the Navy and Air Force opposed the Army and could not reach a viable consensus domestically. Most importantly, the "long term study" continues and the Portuguese prudently determined that it would be premature to support serious changes until all the parameters were known. The issue is more complex than the simple location of a MSC. The final resolution of this question involves Portugal’s overall strategy to maximize its room for maneuver and influence in a world of bigger and more powerful states.

Portuguese concern for the status of its NATO command has become more exaggerated as the French continue to flirt with the idea of re-entering NATO’s integrated military command and after the Spanish voted to do so in November 1996. Curiously enough, the two principle Spanish parties—the Popular Party (PP) and the PSOE—had finally found consensus on the "normalization" of Spain’s relationship with NATO in a post-Cold War world. The PP government—backed by the opposition PSOE—argued that the full military integration of Spain in NATO "did not go against the conditions outlined in the 1986 referendum." Both parties justified this position as "the military structure into which Spain will become incorporated will be radically different from that which existed in 1986." A broad political consensus had finally developed on Spain’s integration into the military command structure when the parliament voted overwhelmingly to join fully the new NATO of the next century.

Spanish political and military leaders have outlined the following priorities in order to facilitate Spain’s participation into the new NATO structures: (1) the granting of a subregional command that includes the entire Spanish territory as well as the Canary Islands (and the geographical water which separates the islands from the continent—something the Portuguese do not accept as it which would reduce its area of influence in the Atlantic) which will be "conjunto" meaning all three branches report there and "multinational" (CJTF); (2) the elimination of Gibraltar’s NATO command and the granting of control over the straights and the access of submarines to Spain; and (3) the assurance of a significant presence of
Spanish military officers in the chain of command of NATO. These positions have been criticized domestically as being too "provincial." Once again, Spain is seeking to fulfill its own domestic and foreign policy agenda too narrowly. Spain needs a coherent position which reflects its desire to build a new NATO which will be "multinational" in its orientation. Some forces in Spain still do not understand what "military integration" means as NATO enters the next century. It is to the resolution of these "conditions" that NATO must work in the coming months. Portugal will be following the debate very carefully in order to protect her own security interests within the newly emerging NATO structures.

In March 1997, Spain proposed that the IBERLANT command in Portugal be one which rotates between a Portuguese and a Spanish admiral. The Spanish support this option even though they refuse to have the Canary Islands fall under the Portuguese command—obviously not a coherent strategy in redesigning NATO's southern flank. They justify such a rotation scheme with the Portuguese given Spain's navy contribution and the inclusion of Cantabria in its zone of competence. The Portuguese have resisted such rotations given that the admiral in Oeiras is also responsible for the Portuguese navy—an argument similar to that of the Americans over the Naples NATO command and the control of the VIth Fleet. The Spaniards still want their own new subregional command in Spain—at a time when the long term study is supposed to reduce such commands—and they have gone so far as to accept a rotation of leadership over that command among those countries who supply its troops. Spain accepts that a Portuguese officer would take over the command in Spain. However, in return, the bigger Iberian country wants Portugal's air and land forces incorporated into Spain's command. The Spanish justify such a "multinationalization" of their new subregional command since IBERLANT is essentially a naval command.

Portugal will have to plan her foreign and defense policies strategically, yet realistically. As a founding member of NATO, Portugal does not want to give up the privileges gained in that capacity—especially its command over IBERLANT. Yet, the Portuguese realize that the other allies would see no harm in granting a subordinate role to Portugal in view of the glaring disproportion of its armed forces.
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when compared to those of Spain. In the Allied military establishment (and even within Portuguese
diplomatic circles), there is concern about the imbalance between the geostrategic importance of the
Azores on the one hand, and the ill-equipment of Portuguese armed forces on the other hand. The
Portuguese would also like the US to help clarify the distinction between the two halves of the peninsular
geostrategic entity. Hence, the Portuguese have not totally abandoned their country’s historical
“Atlanticist” tradition. Portugal today cannot even use the historically problematic US-Spanish relations
to its advantage as Spanish-American multilateral relations have improved.

What Portugal has done is to develop closer relations with Morocco. This important Maghreb
country has increased its diplomatic initiatives towards Lisbon as well. Both Portugal and Morocco agree
that the development of a “triangular relationship” will provide more of a balance in the region instead of
letting Spain enjoy a monopoly on bilateral relations. Lisbon is not unsympathetic to Morocco’s claims to
Ceuta and Melilla—the two Spanish enclaves on the Northern African coast—and it has maintained a “pro-
Moroccan neutrality” in the conflict still plaguing Western Sahara. While Portugal is looking south, Spain
has been looking to Europe and the United States. Spain’s navy and air force desire to play a significant
role in the Atlantic outside NATO’s military structure. Such ambitions may have negative repercussions
on Spanish—Portuguese relations. These might also affect the NATO command in the region, IBERLANT.

The Portuguese do not think that the creation of a subordinate command in the Canary Islands under
a Spanish senior office would be contrary to keeping a Portuguese admiral as Commander-in-Chief of
IBERLANT. Portugal wants to retain control over IBERLANT. Suggestions of dividing the area into
north and south commands are not considered positive for Portugal. From a security perspective, Portugal
would be driven away from areas vital to its interests and important to its foreign policy—such as access to
the Straits of Gibraltar, North Africa and the approaches of the south Atlantic. The Portuguese want to
avoid being driven back again into a more exclusive security arrangement with the Americans. An
unbalanced Atlanticism would have negative implications in the defense of Europe. Exclusive Atlanticism
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today would mean a new form of isolationism for Portugal. Over the longer run, such a strategy would harm the reinforcement of Portuguese-US cooperation itself and it would reduce Portugal’s commitment to the defense of the European front.

CONCLUSION

Portugal’s former Foreign Minister, Jose Manuel Durao Barroso, once stated that his country’s "priority interests lie, beyond a shadow of a doubt, in Europe and in the EU". If this is the case, then the Portuguese now recognize that European interests are Portugal’s interests as well. This also means that Portugal’s interests may even be the same as Spain’s interests. No longer will the Portuguese try “to reach Madrid via Brussels”. Today, the Portuguese realize that they can “get to Brussels with Madrid”. For the first time in Iberian history, Spain and Portugal share common defense and security concerns in the alliances of which they are active members. Even the Spanish have come to the conclusion that a convergence of interests exists between the two Iberian countries.

Both Spain and Portugal will continue to have good military and defense relations with the United States. What we will see in the short term is a more multilateralism to these traditional bilateral ties. In other areas, we can see that Spain and Portugal are beginning to adopt common policies, especially in peacekeeping missions, dealing diplomatically with the Maghreb, and the articulation of a balanced East-South EU policy after the end of the Cold War. Both now agree on enlarging NATO. Yet, they also fear the shifting of focus within NATO and the EU towards Central and Eastern Europe. The Spanish and the Portuguese have begun to work together to resolve some of the unique problems facing them in the Mediterranean. Prudent in their foreign policy formulation, neither Spain nor Portugal want an enlargement of NATO to instill fear and insecurity in Russia.

Spain and Portugal each have developed different, yet dynamic views of how Europe can cooperate on defense and security issues within the WEU and NATO. Each supports the creation of a common foreign and security policy, even if with subtle differences. Spain has developed a more European-oriented
defense and security policy informed by pragmatism and realism. Portugal's position has become increasingly European, even when traditional areas of foreign policy are at stake. In terms of the development of a common defense policy, Portugal has adopted a prudent, but positive position. It is most concerned with institutional reform. The pragmatic and realistic Spanish perspective and the Europeanization of Portugal's position in matters of defense have helped to merge the positions of the two countries within NATO and WEU. Both have made a positive assessment of their participation in European and Alliance defense structures, as well as in an EU likely to grow in the future. What this will likely result in will be an increasing level of convergence in the defense of an open Europe, capable of stabilizing and helping to consolidate the process of democratic transitions in the East, as well as deepening relations with the South. Both Spain and Portugal share a common European vocation. And it will be upon this common ground that more similar foreign policy issues will take place, especially in the areas of security and defense.
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26. Article D.2: "WEU is to elaborate and implement decisions and actions of the Union which have defense implications" and in Annex V "WEU is defined as the defense component of the EU and the means to strengthen the European pillar of the Atlantic Alliance."


32. See Ministerial Meeting of the North Atlantic Council in Copenhagen, Denmark, 6-7 June in Agence Europe, 8 June 1991.
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38. Defense spending figures are calculated differently from the Ministry than from NATO which often produces different numbers. For example, the 1.17% of GDP noted publicly in Spain is roughly equal to the 1.5% used by NATO. See Perez Muinoelo.
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42. Limited negotiations with cooperator countries (UK, DK, Ireland and Portugal) on Maastricht has further constrained the scope to those cases where the Council has previously decided to vote by majority (Art. J.3.2 TEU).


44. The Conceito Estrategico de Defesa Nacional was approved by the Parliament in 1993 and it summarizes Portugal’s fundamental principles, goals and perceptions in the area of security. The main objectives as stated in this document include the following: the preservation of the Atlantic links, through membership in NATO; the participation in the process of European integration in the domain of security; the Portuguese contribution to multilateral military operations in the context of the United Nations, WEU and NATO; and the role of Portugal in the regional security of the Mediterranean and of Southern Africa.
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47. The racist comments against the Portuguese over this issue did not help the situation. “The Canarian people will strongly oppose and will not allow the brown-skinned Portuguese to be walking through their streets.” Quoted from El Pais, 2 January 1997.

